The Newsletter of the
Paleoenvironmental Change
Specialty Group of the AAG
Message from the Editor
Dear PEC Members,
As the current chair of PEC, I am delighted to serve our
specialty group and look forward to seeing you at our
next AAG meeting in Los Angeles where we’ll host
several exciting paleo-related sessions. Currently,
Michelle Goman, Sally Horn and I are soliciting
presentations, by both professionals and students, that
examine various aspects of paleoenvironmental
reconstruction. So please consider participating in our
oral paper sessions if you have research that relates to
one or more of these topics: paleoclimate,
paleobiogeographic history, geomorphic processes and
landscape change, human history and impacts, and
human-environmental interactions of the past. If
interested, please submit your abstract (with the
authors and title) and the PIN number provided by
AAG to me (yansa@msu.edu) by noon EST on Monday,
October 22, 2012 to allow Michelle, Sally and I enough
time to sort the papers into sessions. There will be
other events held at this meeting, details of which will
be provided at a later date.
See you in LA (hopefully)!
~~Catherine
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Looking for a Session to Present in at LA?
New Perspectives to Paleoenvironmental Change and Geoarchaeology
Long-term records of environmental change are essential to understanding how aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems will respond to ongoing and future global climate change. The focus of this session is on the
development of new records of climate and environmental change from the Late Pleistocene and Holocene
using traditional or new methods looking at proxy data. We welcome abstracts focused on any geographic
region, and using any proxy or combination of proxies, frequently extracted from water bodies. We also
welcome papers that integrate paleoenvironmental records and archaeological data in order to understand
prehistoric environmental-human interactions, especially wetlands. The session is co-sponsored by the
Paleoenvironmental Change and Geomorphology Specialty Groups.
Convenors: Matthew Peros, Bishop’s University (mperos@ubishops.ca) and Ezgi Akpinar, Southern
Connecticut State University
Deadline for Submission October 19th.
Dendrochronology papers
Seeking dendrochronology themed papers. Abstracts will be organized into appropriate themed sessions (e.g.
climate, ecology, geomorphology, methods, etc).
Convenors: Justin DeRose, USFS and Mathew Becker, Brigham Young University (matthew_bekker@byu.edu)
Hurricane Papers
We invite paper presentations on a wide variety of topics, including: Forecasting, Monitoring, Societal
Response, Coastal Vulnerability, Risk Assessment, Meteorology, Climate Dynamics, Hydrological Impacts,
Ecological Impacts, Societal Resilience, Historical and Modern Climatology, Geomorphic Impacts and
Paleotempestology.
Convenors: Kam-biu Liu, Louisiana State University (kliu1@lsu.edu) and Harry Williams, University of North
Texas
Deadline for Submission Monday October 22nd.
General Call for Paleoenvironmental Themed Papers
This is a general call for papers that pertain to paleoenvironmental change studies. We are interested in papers
that examine various aspects of paleoenvironmental reconstruction, such as paleoclimate, paleobiogeographic
history, geomorphic processes and landscape change, human history and impacts, and human-environmental
interactions of the past. Papers will be sorted into relevant topical sessions after abstracts have been submitted.
Convenors: Catherine Yansa, Michigan State University (yansa@msu.edu), Michelle Goman, Sonoma State,
Sally Horn, University of Tennessee
Deadline for Submission Monday October 22nd.
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Crowd Funding by Ian Slayton
There is a new frontier in the never ending quest for research funding. Crowd
funding is an innovative technique for raising money and engaging a wide audience
that has gained popularity over the last few years. Crowd funding is a method of
using human networks to pool small donations for a project or cause. Artists and
musicians first began using it as a way to raise money independent of record labels or
direct sales, as well as interact directly with their fans. There are many websites that
serve as hosts for crowd funding projects that can easily be found with an internet
search. These sites make a profit by taking a percentage of the donations made to the
project, usually ranging from 6 to 10 percent. The vast majority of these projects are
musical or artistic in nature, but scientific and engineering projects have been
trending upward the last two years. Charities and scientific projects are now
increasingly using crowd funding as a way to engage the public as well as obtaining
supplement funding for their work.
The Scifund Challenge is an organization intended to help guide and support people wanting to crowd fund
scientific research. The creators of the organization see crowd funding as an emerging opportunity to interest the
public in scientific research. The group has partnered with the crowd fund hosting site www.rockethub.com and holds
scheduled rounds of scientific projects that cooperatively use digital media to advertise the collective Scifund group
to family, friends, and professional groups through their social networks. The Scifund Challenge has been successful,
fully funding several participants’ graduate research and projects.
I participated in the May 2012 Scifund Challenge seeking to help fund my dissertation research. Joining the
Scifund was simple. They only ask for a brief summary of a potential participant’s project to screen out any projects
that do not seem fully thought through. Once accepted, a steady stream of friendly emails filled with tips and
instructions for a successful project page guides participants along. A month is given to get one’s project page set up
and any electronic media added before the fund raising period actually begins.
Communicating and interesting the general public in scientific research requires a different frame of mind
than what one perhaps is used to in academia. Successful scientific projects seem to have at least two things in
common: an exciting or memorable title and a description that anyone can understand. Video seems to also be
helpful. The public likes to put a face to a project, and some people would rather not take the time to read several
paragraphs of information until they already hear what the project is about. Studying paleoenvironments is perhaps
not as immediately charismatic to the general public as research on sea turtles or Roman skeletons, but enthusiasm
and good presentation can overcome this. Images and video allowed me to present exotic landscapes and verbally
convey how relevant environmental change research is.
The lessons I learned from the experience will likely lead to more successful crowd funding attempts in the
future. Despite my project being less successful than most in the May 2012 round of Scifund, I still ended up with
several hundred dollars of funding I would not have otherwise. The Scifund Challenge is open to anyone who wishes
to submit a summary of their project. Scifund does a good job of providing a structured guide as to how to build your
project’s page and be successful. Previous projects also remain searchable for the public and future fundraisers to
look at. My project, “Climate Change in the Cradle of Civilization,” is still viewable on rockethub.com’s site.
Creating an independent crowd funding project has the advantage of flexible beginning and starting dates, but the
percentage the hosting site takes may be slightly higher than what Scifund Challenge has been able to negotiate.

~Ian Slayton, University of Denver (PEC student Liaison)

CHECK OUT THE PEC WEBSITE AT http://www.aagpaleo.org/
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Synopsis of the Recent Mountain Climate (MTNCLIM ) Meeting
Amidst herds of bugling elk and the howls of distant coyotes the 2013 iteration of MtnClim
was held at the YMCA of the Rockies outside of Estes Park, Colorado, October 1-4. The biennial
meeting brings together government and university scientists, graduate students, and resource
manager for three days of presentations and panel discussions on climate science in mountain
environments.
The meeting began with a keynote talk comparing the 2011 and 2012 water years across western
North America and comparing those records to global trends. These two years, with an extremely
wet 2010-2011 winter and a dry 2011-2012 winter are an excellent example of the great variability
in precipitation that occurs from year to year across the west. Additional keynote talks covering
carbon storage in headwater rivers and extreme events in mountain climates were also given.
Unlike previous MtnClim meetings, there was a short session on paleolake records. Presentations
ranged from using diatoms to quantify snowpack using diatoms, to climate variability expressed in
the chironomid record and the difference between pro-glacial lake sediment records in the Sierra
Nevada and the Coast Range of British Columbia. Much of the remainder of the meeting was
devoted to the interactions between humans and mountains of the west, with particular emphasis
on changes in water availability, management of risks, and climate impacts on mountain resources.
The last morning was devoted to the research of young scientists.
Panel discussions (which led to the comment “Science is hard”) on the future of mountain climate
research and perspectives on emerging mountain-climate institutions and a lively poster session
rounded out the meeting.
Prior to the meeting a day-long field trip to the Niwot Ridge Long Term Ecological Reserve, an
alpine tundra site located about 35 km west of Boulder, Colorado, at an elevation of more than
3000 m. Niwot Ridge, including the main alpine study site, has been designated a Biosphere
Reserve (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, UNESCO) and an
Experimental Ecology Reserve (USDA Forest Service). The record for atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentration on Niwot Ridge is among the longest for continental North America. The field trip
leader was often interrupted by the cries of the resident harbinger of climate change, the
American Pika.
Sessions on climate change adaptation and the North American Treeline Network were held
following the main MtnClim meeting.
Selected presentations, programs, and abstracts from past MtnClim and PACLIM meetings are
posted on the CIRMOUNT website at
http://www.fs.fed.us/psw/cirmount/meetings/archives.shtml.

Report by Scott Starratt, USGS
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PEC Student Announcements
Student Presentation Competition LA AAG 2013
All students and recent graduates presenting their research at the upcoming Annual Meeting of the AAG
in Los Angeles should consider entering the 2013 Paleoenvironmental Change (PEC) Specialty Group
student presentation competition. There are three categories in the competition this year: (1) posters, (2)
undergraduate/master's student papers, and (3) Ph.D./recent Ph.D. papers.
We are happy to announce that for the first time in the history PEC we will award a $100 cash prize for
first place finishers in each of the two paper competitions and a $50 cash prize for the first place finisher
in the poster competition. Of course, this is nothing compared to the prestige and beautiful certificate
you will also receive. All kidding aside, this is a very nice addition to any C.V. and a great way to get
more people to hear your talk or visit your poster, so all eligible students or recent graduates should
consider applying for this competition! I also hope that all of you advisors out there will encourage your
students to apply.
Note that this year's competition will NOT be designated to a special session, so you can still present in
any PEC sponsored sessions.
To enter the competition, you must submit an application form to Chad Lane (lanec@uncw.edu) by
November 1, 2012. The form is available on the PEC discussion board hosted on the AAG website.
You can also contact Chad Lane directly for a copy of the form, or if you have any other questions or
concerns.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING FUN TO DO IN LA?
Check out the La Brea Tar Pits on Wilshire Boulevard
http://www.tarpits.org/page-museum
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2012 GRANT AWARD COMPETITION
The Association of American Geographers (AAG) Paleoenvironmental Change (PEC) Specialty
Group requests proposals for its student research competition. Awards will be given in two
categories: Undergraduate/Master’s student and Ph.D. student. For the 2012 competition,
possible awards include: 1) $200 cash prize to be used for direct costs associated with proposed
research project (i.e., research travel, supplies, etc.), salaries or indirect costs are not allowed;
2) radiocarbon dating of one sample (courtesy of BETA Analytic); or 3) identification of one
tephra sample (by Dave Wahl, USGS, Menlo Park). Student applicants will be asked to select
which prize they are applying for.
To apply for this competition, you must be a current member of both the AAG and the PEC
Specialty Group. Please visit the PEC website for further application information
(http://www.aagpaleo.org/). Please submit the application electronically (please put 2012 PEC
Student Research Competition in the subject line of your email) to Dr. Katrina Moser
(kmoser@uwo.ca).

In support of the Paleoenvironmental Change Specialty Group's goals, Beta Analytic is donating 2 free
AMS dates. ISO 17025-accredited Beta Analytic is the world's largest professional radiocarbon dating
lab. Multiple laboratories in Miami, Florida, ensure redundancy and dependable delivery. Its standard
turnaround time of 14 business days is the fastest in the industry. Results are accessible 24/7 via web
access. Beta is respected worldwide for accuracy, quality, and customer care.
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Student Opportunities

PhD/MSc Geological Sciences Student Position
The University of Colorado Boulder in collaboration with the National Park Service is seeking a
qualified student to take part in a three year project looking at how climate change will impact
coastal national parks throughout the United States. This project is funded by the National Park
Service and will explore how rising sea levels coupled with storm surge will impact 105 coastal parks
over the next century.
Interested applicants should have a background in sea level rise and/or storm surge modeling.
Experience with ArcGIS and coastal modeling software (such as SLOSH or SLAMM) as well as standard
statistical software (such as R or Matlab) would be an advantage. The selected applicant will be
expected to complete a thesis or dissertation related to the project as part of the degree
requirements for a geological sciences degree from the University of Colorado Boulder.
Funding: This is a fully funded fellowship position for up to 2 years for a MSc student and 3 years for a
PhD student. Funding will include a stipend, tuition, and healthcare benefits.
Application: Interested applicants should email Dr. Maria Caffrey (maria_a_caffrey@partner.nps.gov)
for further information. Please include why you would be interested in taking part in this project along
with a copy of GRE scores and a CV. Applications must be submitted to the University of Colorado
Boulder graduate school by January 10, 2013 for domestic applicants and by December 1, 2012 for
international applicants. Further information about admissions can be found at
www.colorado.edu/admissions.

From the Recent Archives!

U. of Tennessee Ph.D. Student Matt Valente shares
an image of a beautiful macrofossil with NY Plenary
Speaker Dorothy Peteet and Michelle Goman

Dorothy Peteet (NASA/Goddard Institute for
Space Studies and Columbia University) and
PEC inaugural Plenary Speaker with Sally Horn.
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Recent Member Publications
Joyce, A.A. and M. Goman, (in press) Bridging the Theoretical Divide in Holocene Landscape Studies:
Social and Ecological Approaches to Ancient Oaxacan Landscapes, Invited review for Quaternary
Science Reviews (November 2012).
Riddiford, N.G., Branch, N.P., Green, C.P., Armitage, S.J. and Olivier, L. (2012) Holocene
palaeoenvironmental history and the impact of prehistoric salt production in the Seille Valley, eastern
France, The Holocene 22(8): 831-845; doi: 10.1177/0959683611434221
~*~

Forthcoming Meetings and Calls for Abstracts
PACLIM
During the first week of October the weather across much of the country changed almost
overnight from summer to winter. Much of the country experienced record low temperatures. A
boy interviewed in at a Minnesota ski resort told the reports he had been waterskiing the
previous week. Not far away, in an area now covered with snow, a large grass fire raged. Are
extreme shifts something new or were they common in the past? Find out at PACLIM 2013.
PACLIM 2013
March 3-6, 2013
Asilomar Conference Grounds
Pacific Grove, California
Registration, housing, and abstract information will be available by the end of October.
For information and to be added to the mailing list contact Scott Starratt (sstarrat@usgs.gov)

Asilomar Conference Grounds - Pacific Grove

